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07-12-2021 · This work concerns the design, fabrication, and preliminary characterization of a novel sensor for determining the air intake of low and medium power internal combustion engines employed at various applications in the marine industry. The novelty of the presented sensor focuses on the fabrication process, which is based on additive manufacturing combined with … A dditive manufacturing is ideal for creating medical implants, as it empowers medical professionals to create free-form shapes and surfaces, and porous structures. Thanks to topology optimization, the designs can feature lattice structures that are more lightweight, provide improved osseointegration, and last longer than other implants.A dvanced Surfacing & A dditive M anufacturing: G D T & Tolerance A nalysis: M odle D esign & M old M achining: Extended C ollaboration: P TC M atch: S imulation, B asic C FD, & Fatigue A dvisor: P roduction M achining: A dvanced S imulation & C FD: O ptions M odeler & T opology O ptimization: M etal P rinting & C omplete M achiningT opology optimization was first used in the biomedical field for modeling implants to match the human skeletal structure. It then became widespread in aerospace. It is now used across advanced manufacturing industries.08-10-2021 · L angelaar M (2017) A n additive manufacturing filter for topology optimization of print-ready designs. Struct M ultidisc O ptim 55(3):871–883. M athSciNet G oogle S cholarL angelaar M (2017) S olving PDEs in python: the F EniCS t utorial I. S pringer, N ew Y ork. M ATH G oogle S cholarO ur n ew G enerative T opology O ptimization e xtension (G TO) and cloud-based G enerative D esign E xten sion (GDX ) help you optimize product designs based on your constraints and requirements – including materials and manufacturing processes.A dditive M anufacturing is the peer-reviewed journal that provides academia and world-leading industry with high quality research papers and reviews in additive manufacturing. The journal aims to acknowledge the innovative nature of additive manufacturing and its broad applications to outline the current and future developments in the field. A dditive manufacturing … 08-06-2021 · M ost additive manufacturing systems produce parts with a feature tolerance of ± 0.1 to 0.2%. For this reason, a tolerance of 0.2 mm (or 1/2 the thickness of the smallest feature size) for the M esh from I mplicit B ody by V oxels block is a good starting point.Software A ll P roducts D esigner / C onceptual F luids S truct ures T opology O ptimization A dditive M anufacturing D EM a nd M aterial H andling E lectromagnetics M aterials O ptical A pplication Ex amples; I ndustry E nergy A erospace & D efense H ealthy M achinery & R otating E quipment C asework Solutions A N S Y S S tartup P rogramT opology optimization is a mathematical optimization method that optimizes material layout within a given design space, for a given set of loads, boundary conditions and constraints. The rate of optimization in silicon wafer is not slowing down. If anything, it's accelerating. A nd as we've seen A M is playing—and will continue to play—a significant role in enabling the slope of the curve. A dditive manufacturing is here to stay.09-12-2021 · We offer a wide range of services including Design for A dditive M anufacturing (D FA M ), T opology O ptimization, D ata O ptimization f or Prototyping, R epresentation m odels (l ook a nd f eel), F unctional C 3D M odeling: 23-03-2021 · The rate of optimization in silicon wafer is not slowing down. If anything, it's accelerating. A nd as we've seen A M is playing—and will continue to play—a significant role in enabling the slope of the curve. A dditive manufacturing is here to stay.09-12-2021 · We offer a wide range of services including Design for A dditive M anufacturing (D FA M ), T opology O ptimization, D ata O ptimization f or Prototyping, R epresentation m odels (l ook a nd f eel), F unctional C 3D M odeling: 23-03-2021 · The rate of optimization in silicon wafer is not slowing down. If anything, it's accelerating. A nd as we've seen A M is playing—and will continue to play—a significant role in enabling the slope of the curve. A dditive manufacturing is here to stay.09-12-2021 · We offer a wide range of services including Design for A dditive M anufacturing (D FA M ), T opology O ptimization, D ata O ptimization f or Prototyping, R epresentation m odels (l ook a nd f eel), F unctional C 3D M odeling: 23-03-2021 · The rate of optimization in silicon wafer is not slowing down. If anything, it's accelerating. A nd as we've seen A M is playing—and will continue to play—a significant role in enabling the slope of the curve. A dditive manufacturing is here to stay.09-12-2021 · We offer a wide range of services including Design for A dditive M anufacturing (D FA M ), T opology O ptimization, D ata O ptimization f or Prototyping, R epresentation m odels (l ook a nd f eel), F unctional C 3D M odeling: 23-03-2021 · The rate of optimization in silicon wafer is not slowing down. If anything, it's accelerating. A nd as we've seen A M is playing—and will continue to play—a significant role in enabling the slope of the curve. A dditive manufacturing is here to stay.09-12-2021 · We offer a wide range of services including Design for A dditive M anufacturing (D FA M ), T opology O ptimization, D ata O ptimization f or Prototyping, R epresentation m odels (l ook a nd f eel), F unctional C 3D M odeling: 23-03-2021 · The rate of optimization in silicon wafer is not slowing down. If anything, it's accelerating. A nd as we've seen A M is playing—and will continue to play—a significant role in enabling the slope of the curve. A dditive manufacturing is here to stay.09-12-2021 · We offer a wide range of services including Design for A dditive M anufacturing (D FA M ), T opology O ptimization, D ata O ptimization f or Prototyping, R epresentation m odels (l ook a nd f eel), F unctional C 3D M odeling:
Topology optimization has been used by mechanical and civil engineers for many years, for example in order to minimize the amount of used material and the strain energy of structures while maintaining their mechanical strength (Bendsoe et al., 2003). Topology optimization is a mathematical method which spatially optimizes the distribution of material within a defined design domain. Utilizing the freedom of design enabled by techniques such as topology optimization and generative design approaches is one key success factor in making the most out of additive manufacturing. Design optimization, stress analysis, thermal modeling, microstructural evolution, and understanding the material-process-microstructure-property relationship are all important aspects of the optimization process. We used various topology optimization solutions to lightweight designs for Additive Manufacturing. Design provided by ParaMatters met service load margin of safety deflection OML (outer mold line) requirements and saved 24% weight on Inconel 718 and 8% over aluminum versus the baseline design.

Our research group focuses on exploring multi-physics topology optimization – additive manufacturing, 3D/4D printing – stochastic and machine learning algorithms – uncertainty quantification to create next-generation multi-functional, sustainable, and resilient metamaterials, robots, and structures for applications at different scales, from as large as high-rise buildings to as small as high-tech microchips... 14-04-2015 · Topology Optimization and Additive Manufacturing. The manufacturability of topologically optimized structures has been doubted for a long time. Compromises have been done by introducing additional manufacturing constraints, such as sizing constraints, casting directions, symmetry and repeated patterns etc. to topology optimization. 28-05-2021 · Laser-based additive manufacturing has the potential to revolutionize how components are designed. Gu et al. suggest moving away from a strategy that designs and builds components in a serial manner for a more wholistic method of optimization for metal parts. The authors summarize several key developments in laser powder bed fusion and directed energy manufacturing. "Using the added benefits of lattices, we can design parts with even higher added value than the shape obtained by pure density-based topology optimization." Hiroyuki Nagamoto, Yamaha Motor Co. "The models are better, we save a tremendous amount of time on the design process, and we’re able to bring new people up to speed very quickly." Only submissions that provide substantial advancements in additive manufacturing research will be considered. Ethics in publishing Please see our information on Ethics in publishing. Declaration of competing interest All authors must disclose any financial and personal relationships with other people or organizations that could inappropriately influence (bias) their work... 17-12-2021 · The emerging technology of 3D printing can not only be used for rapid prototyping, but will also play an important role in space exploration. Additive manufactured parts can be used in diverse space applications, such as magnetic shields, heat pipes, thrusters, etc. Three-dimensional printed parts offer reduced mass, high possible complexity, and fast printability of...